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ABSTRACT 
   
This document presents potential mitigation options prepared by Gray & Pape, Inc., on 
behalf of the Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati, for the implementation of 
sewer improvements in the Lick Run Watershed in Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio. The 
central element of the project involves the installation of a Valley Conveyance System which 
will greatly reduce combined sewer overflows. The project will require the demolition of 
numerous buildings and adversely affect historic properties located within the block between 
Queen City and Westwood avenues from White Street in the west to Mill Creek in the east. 
During two community stakeholder meetings held in September and October 2013 potential 
mitigation options were discussed among interested community members, City of Cincinnati 
and Hamilton County employees, MSD staff, and Gray & Pape staff. This document 
summarizes the mitigation options, presents the results of those meetings through 
explanations of each option, and examines next steps to implement each mitigation option. 
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Description of Lick Run Project  

The Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati (MSD) proposes to implement sewer 
improvements in the Lick Run watershed within the South Fairmount neighborhood of City of 
Cincinnati (Figure 1). 
 
The Lick Run Project - part of MSD’s Lower Mill Creek Partial Remedy - will eliminate about 
624 million gallons of combined sewer overflows (CSOs) into the Mill Creek each year. The 
project will also improve water quality, create new jobs, and provide opportunities for 
neighborhood revitalization.  
 
The project will reduce CSOs by decreasing the amount of stormwater entering the combined 
sewer system during rain storms.  Combined sewers carry both sanitary sewage and stormwater 
in the same pipe and can overflow into local streams and rivers when they get too full. 
 
The Lick Run Project is comprised of 12 separate projects to collect stormwater and natural 
drainage from the Lick Run watershed and convey or carry it to the Mill Creek. The projects are 
a mix of “green” and “gray” infrastructure. Green projects include stream restoration and 
daylighting, wetlands, bioswales, raingardens, stormwater detention basins, and other more 
natural solutions. Gray projects include new storm sewers and other more traditional solutions.   
All 12 projects will be constructed between 2012 and 2018.  
 
The central element of the Lick Run Project is an urban waterway or Valley Conveyance System 
(VCS) through the heart of South Fairmount that will discharge stormwater into the Mill Creek.  
The other 11 projects will convey stormwater to the urban waterway. 
 
The urban waterway or VCS will be located in South Fairmount between Queen City and 
Westwood avenues from Old Queen City Avenue to the Mill Creek. This area is a gateway to the 
west side of Cincinnati from I-75 and downtown Cincinnati.  
 
The urban waterway will begin in the vicinity of Old Queen City Avenue and include a series of 
wetlands, bioswales, and rain gardens. This area will connect to a dramatic daylighting feature 
between White Street and Quebec Road where the open channel portion of the project begins.   
 
About 5,600 linear feet of an aboveground meandering stream channel that varies in width will 
stretch from the daylighting feature to the Mill Creek. The stream will be constructed with 
natural stone, pools and riffles and a riparian edge planted with native plants and trees. An 
underground box conduit system will be constructed underneath the stream channel to carry flow 
from large rainstorms and help prevent flooding. 
 
In addition, “Green Street” features will be constructed along Queen City Avenue to collect 
stormwater and a multi-purpose trail for walking/biking opportunities will be built along the 
channel. Six vehicle bridges (located at State Avenue, Harrison Avenue, Grand Avenue, Quebec 
Avenue, Kebler Street, and Van Hart Street) will cross the urban waterway and allow vehicles to 
pass between Queen City and Westwood avenues.  In addition, one pedestrian bridge will cross 
the urban waterway between Grand and Harrison avenues.   
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MSD solicited extensive public input on the urban waterway as part of a Lick Run Master Plan 
that was approved by Cincinnati City Council in 2013. The project is currently in design with 
construction to begin in spring 2016.  

Project Impact on the South Fairmount Community 

The VCS project will comprehensively alter the South Fairmount neighborhood due to the 
demolition of dozens buildings located between Queen City and Westwood avenues and the 
redesign of this area to new uses. While South Fairmount has experienced great changes during 
the mid and late twentieth century with the loss of several buildings and businesses, the Hamilton 
County Regional Planning Commission’s (HCRPC) South Fairmount – CSO #5 Urban Audit 
conducted in November 2009 identified 24 buildings in the neighborhoods were of historical or 
architectural significance and most buildings appeared to be in good condition, requiring only 
minor repairs. The overall results of the audit are presented in Chapter 2 of the Lick Run 
Watershed Master Plan. 
 
MSD will need to demolish most buildings located within the block between Queen City and 
Westwood avenues from White Street to the Mill Creek in order to implement the VCS project. 
Buildings in this area include single-family dwellings, multi-family units, and mixed-use 
commercial buildings that date from the late nineteenth through the mid-twentieth centuries. Six 
buildings recommended as eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP) are located within the impact area, and therefore, will be demolished for the project. 
These buildings include: 
 

• Mixed-use building at 1783 Queen City Avenue, 
• Former St. Francis Sisters’ House at 1789 Queen City Avenue, 
• Former Blacksmith Shop at 1935 Queen City Avenue; this building was demolished in 

October 2012, independent of the VCS project, 
• House at 1786 Westwood Avenue, 
• House at 1806 Westwood Avenue, and  
• Vitt & Stermer Funeral Home at 1824 Westwood Avenue. 

 
While the rest of the buildings in the project area are recommended as not historically 
significant, and therefore, not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, the loss of this many buildings 
within a seven block area along the main arterial streets will permanently change the character 
and setting of South Fairmount, a neighborhood that has been home to businesses, industries, and 
countless residents for over 100 years.  
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Plate 1. Examples of buildings that will be demolished for the Lick Run project located along the  

1600 block of Westwood Avenue. 
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Project Mitigation 

As outlined in the Lick Run Watershed Master Plan, MSD and the project design team followed 
a cultural resources best management practices plan, which included: 
  

• MSD engaging the services of a qualified cultural resources consultant (Gray & Pape),  
• completing the identification and evaluation of significant architectural resources within 

the project’s Area of Potential Effects, 
• initiating public involvement and consultation with consulting parties. including the Ohio 

Historic Preservation Office, to obtain input regarding historic preservation issues, and 
• organizing public workshops to provide the public with opportunities to examine the 

results of these efforts and to identify historic properties, evaluate their significance, and 
help define the APE. 

 
In consultation with the identified stakeholders, MSD developed plans to mitigate the project’s 
impacts on historic buildings and the community as a whole with input from the stakeholders. 
Additionally, MSD’s role in mitigation could include dedicating staff time to coordinate the 
implementation of some mitigation options and providing funds to accomplish a mitigation goal, 
namely providing funds towards relocation of buildings.  
 
MSD has implemented two plans that could be classified as mitigation options to help offset 
adverse effects to historically significant buildings and to the community. The first action was a 
project redesign that avoided the demolition of five buildings along Queen City Avenue at Van 
Hart Street. These buildings, located at 1811, 1813, 1815, and 1817 Queen City Avenue and the 
garage associated with the Vitt & Stermer Funeral Home at the corner of Queen City Avenue and 
Van Hart Street, were recommended as eligible for inclusion in the NRHP in Gray & Pape’s 
Phase I History/Architecture Report for the Potential Sewer Improvements in the Lick Run 
Watershed, Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio report. The avoidance of the buildings at 1811 – 
1817 Queen City Avenue means MSD will not acquire these properties as part of the project. 
The garage building will be acquired because it is part of the Vitt & Stermer Funeral Home 
building parcel at 1824 Westwood Avenue. 
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Plate 2. View of 1811, 1813, 1815, and 1817 Queen City Avenue and Vitt & Stermer Garage (from left to right). 
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MSD’s second action was to partner with Building Value on a selective de-construction project 
in which Building Value was able to remove useable interior and exterior materials from 
buildings slated for demolition within the project area. These materials were then offered for sale 
at Building Value to the public; furthermore, a discount program on these materials was offered 
to residents of South Fairmount. Materials salvaged from the buildings include: 
  

• 97 antique wooden interior/exterior doors, with hardware  
• 482 feet of antique wooden railings, with antique turned spindles  
• 7 antique wooden newel posts  
• 18 antique corbels, from the exterior of the buildings  
• 150 antique wood rosettes, from the door frames  
• 19 antique wood mantels  
• 1000 sq. ft. of antique tin ceiling  
• 2 antique hanging pendant lights  
• 30 feet of antique wrought iron fencing, with gates  
• 2 antique commodes  
• 1 antique cast iron sink  
• 3 antique solid wood kitchen cabinets  
• 9 water heaters  
• 2 furnaces  
• 20 antique wooden windows, with frames  
• 2,780 sq. ft. of antique heart pine wood flooring  
• 20+ miscellaneous decorative wood, tin and brick details from facades and porches  
• 4 antique ceramic chimney pots  
• 7 antique wooden tables and chairs  

 

 

Plate 3. Building Value trainees 
deconstructing carved wooden details from 
1747 Queen City Avenue. 
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Stakeholder Meetings 

MSD, with support from Gray & Pape, hosted three public meetings that gathered mitigation 
ideas from stakeholders, including community members and other interested parties. 
Representatives from the following groups were invited to attend the meetings:  
 

• Cincinnati Enquirer 
• Cincinnati History Library & Archives 
• Cincinnati Preservation Association 
• City of Cincinnati Departments: Planning and Buildings, Recreation Commission, Trade 

and Development 
• Folkers Management 
• Gray & Pape, Inc. 
• Greater Cincinnati Foundation 
• Hamilton County Planning and Development 
• Human Nature, Inc. 
• Knox Hill Neighborhood Association 
• Local property owners 
• Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati 
• Orion Academy 
• Paper Products Company 
• San Antonio Church 
• St. Francis Court Apartments 
• South Fairmount Community Council 
• Theodore Roosevelt Public Community School 
• Weil/Thoman Moving & Storage 

 
Representatives from the following groups attended at least one of the stakeholder meetings: 
 

• Cincinnati Enquirer 
• Cincinnati Preservation Association 
• City of Cincinnati Departments: Trade and Development 
• Gray & Pape, Inc. 
• Greater Cincinnati Foundation 
• Hamilton County Planning and Development 
• Human Nature, Inc. 
• Knox Hill Neighborhood Association 
• Local property owners 
• Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater Cincinnati 
• Paper Products Company 
• San Antonio Church 
• South Fairmount Community Council 
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The three stakeholder meetings were held in September and October 2013 and January 2014 at 
the MSD Administration Building. The purpose of these meetings was to gather input from the 
stakeholders on potential mitigation options to help offset adverse effects brought about by the 
VCS project. The first meeting, held on September 23, 2013, reviewed the cultural resource 
management activities that occurred in support of the project up to that date, including steps 
taken that are consistent with regulatory standards, the identification and evaluation of 
architectural resources within the project’s Area of Potential Effects (APE), stakeholder 
engagement, and public involvement through a series of workshops. At this meeting, Gray & 
Pape specifically discussed each of the buildings within the APE they recommended as eligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places with a greater emphasis on those located 
within the project’s impact area that will need to be demolished or otherwise removed to install 
the VCS. After these discussions Gray & Pape introduced potential mitigation options for the 
stakeholders to consider for future discussion. Stakeholders were asked to submit other 
mitigation ideas that evening and/or send ideas to MSD before the second meeting.  
 
The next meeting on October 30, 2013 was focused specifically on mitigation options that were 
introduced at the first meeting and those suggested by stakeholders afterwards. Gray & Pape 
reviewed each potential mitigation option, and then explained the next steps to implement the 
plan as well as technical issues involved. At the end of each review participants were asked to 
ascribe its potential value to the community, and therefore, its potential overall importance to the 
South Fairmount community. Attendees were invited to complete a survey at the end of the 
meeting to select which mitigation options they supported and to list their top three options that 
would offer the greatest community value. The survey, including the PowerPoint presentation, 
was sent to all stakeholders in order for everyone to have the opportunity to submit their ideas. 
The surveys were completed anonymously and those in attendance that evening were given the 
option to submit their surveys via mail, if preferred. The compiled results of the survey are 
presented in Appendix A. 
 
The third stakeholder meeting, held on January 9, 2014, presented the draft mitigation document 
in order to solicit feedback from the stakeholders before its finalization. Gray & Pape reviewed 
the mitigation options in order of importance based upon stakeholder input and answered 
remaining questions. MSD sent the presentation to all of the stakeholders and they were able to 
provide comments about the draft document until January 22, 2014. This document represents 
the final mitigation document. 
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Mitigation Options 

The mitigation options listed below were presented and further developed at the September and 
October stakeholder meetings and finalized at the January meeting. All options were well-
received as having some value to the community. At the October meeting, participants suggested 
that elements from the documentary options (nomination of San Antonio, video history, property 
documentation, cultural trail, and website) could be combined in order to inform more than one 
option. For example, research conducted in support of a NRHP nomination of the San Antonio 
Church could be applied to a video history, cultural trail signage, and web pages. Therefore, 
implementation of any one of these options would facilitate the implementation of at least one 
other option. 
 
Eight stakeholders completed the participant survey after the second meeting in October. The 
results of the survey indicated that at least half of all participants supported each of the 
mitigation options. The results also showed that the most valued options for the community are a 
video history and redevelopment initiatives; four participants selected these options. The full 
results of the survey are presented in Appendix A. 
 
Mitigation options explored at the stakeholder meetings are listed below in order of importance 
from stakeholder feedback and are further discussed in Appendix B. 

Redevelopment Initiatives 
Redevelopment initiatives could assist the community of South Fairmount revitalize the area 
once the project is complete. Initiatives could include the creation of a Main Street or other 
community-based development program. 

Creation of a Video History of South Fairmount 
A video history or documentary of South Fairmount could be a way to incorporate all of the 
known facts and any newly discovered information about the history of the South Fairmount 
neighborhood from its earliest development until the present day. The video could incorporate 
oral history interviews with current and former community members, historical images, company 
histories, and previous research efforts to inform the final product. 

Cultural Trail 
Plans are underway for a walking trail within the South Fairmount area as part of the Lick Run 
Watershed Master Plan. The trail could include interpretative signage related to the history and 
significance of the South Fairmount neighborhood. Signs could include portions of the video 
history and/or information discovered during property specific documentation. 

Nomination of the San Antonio Church to the National Register of Historic Places 
This option would recognize the role the San Antonio Church played in the lives of Italian 
immigrants to South Fairmount throughout the early- to mid-twentieth century, which helped to 
assimilate the recent Italian immigrants into the community.  

Building Relocation 
The option would relocate buildings that would need to be demolished for construction of the 
project. Buildings would be likely be relocated within the South Fairmount neighborhood and 
would require a reuse plan in order to be successful. 
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Relocation of Moon Tree 
A second generation Moon Tree is located on the property at 1545 Queen City Avenue, Paper 
Products Company, and would need to be removed for project construction. The option would 
explore relocating the tree outside of the project area or propagating saplings to plant elsewhere. 

Project Redesign to Keep the Vitt & Stermer Building in Place 
This option would consider a modification to the current project plan to route the daylighted 
creek behind the Vitt & Stermer Funeral Home Building, located at the corner of Westwood 
Avenue and Van Hart Street, and therefore, keep the building in place. 

Website or Web pages 
This option would be an avenue to present all of the current and future historical research 
conducted for the South Fairmount neighborhood. A new website or a partnership with an 
existing site (e.g., the South Fairmount Community Council) could be created to display the 
materials. 

Property Specific Documentation 
This mitigation option would document buildings, including a thorough history of each 
building’s use from the date of its construction through present day including a complete chain 
of ownership and commercial and/or residential tenants and exterior and interior photographic 
documentation. Buildings would be located within the South Fairmount neighborhood and not 
necessarily those within the impact area of the Lick Run daylighting project.  

Community Workshops 
Community workshops could be held in the area to teach community members how to research 
their families’ and buildings’ histories and/or practical applications for maintaining older 
buildings in the area. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In order to implement any of the mitigation options, the community must determine which of 
these options will be the most feasible and beneficial to help offset the Lick Run project’s effects 
to the historic character of the area. Appendix A presents the results of the mitigation opinion 
surveys distributed at the stakeholder meeting held on October 30, 2013. These results should be 
used as a starting point by community members to determine which mitigation options will be 
the best received by and most advantageous to the South Fairmount community. Appendix B 
further describes each option, its potential values to the community, and major steps needed to 
implement each. This information should be used to narrow the number of practical mitigation 
options. While some of the proposed mitigation options, if chosen, must be completed within a 
certain timeframe (e.g., buildings within the impact area must be moved and documented before 
project construction begins), but others, such as the NRHP nomination of San Antonio and 
hosting community workshops, do not need to completed within a particular schedule. These 
types of options may be implemented at a later date once funding and/or partnerships are 
identified. 
 
In sum, community members should decided on which options to carry out using the information 
provided in the appendices. Keeping in mind some of the options require implementation before 
project construction begins, this decision must be made in a timely manner. Once the decision is 
made regarding which mitigation option(s) will be implemented work should be begin right 
away to identify funding and needed partnerships to make the project successful. 
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Compiled Results of Participant Survey 

Presented at the October 2013 Stakeholder 
Meeting 

 
  



 

 

Participant Survey 

At the end of the second stakeholder’s meeting in October 2013, participants were asked to 
complete a survey regarding potential mitigation options. The survey allowed participants to 
identify which mitigation options they support, which three options they feel will provide the 
greatest community value and why, any additional options not discussed at the meeting, and to 
provide any other general feedback. The surveys were completed anonymously so that 
participants felt comfortable submitting truthful answers. Those stakeholders who were not able 
to attend the meeting or did not want to complete a survey that evening were able to submit a 
survey via email or mail up to a week after the meeting. Seven surveys were completed that 
evening and one other survey was submitted the week after the meeting. 
 
All of the potential mitigation options were discussed at the stakeholder’s meeting and questions 
were answered regarding each option. However, the surveys provided MSD and Gray & Pape an 
opportunity to identify which options community members feel will be the most beneficial. 
 
The results of the surveys are presented below on a survey sheet as a tally of the eight submitted 
surveys. In sum, at least half of the survey participants support each of the potential mitigation 
options with the NRHP nomination of San Antonio, video history, website, and relocation of the 
moon tree earning the most votes with seven each. Participants chose the video history and 
redevelopment initiatives the most as providing the greatest value to the community with four 
votes each. Complete results are shown below.  
 
In the comments section of the survey participants suggested three potential mitigation options 
that were not discussed at the meeting. These options include a smaller stakeholder group that 
would be limited to participants only from the South Fairmount community rather than open 
public meetings, identification of an organization to implement some of the options, and saving 
building façades for entrance ways to the project area. Complete answers to the general 
comments section are included below. 

  



 

 

  Lick Run Stakeholders Meeting #2  
  October 30, 2013 

 

  Compiled Participant Survey Results  
     Respondents: 8 
 
 

Please check which of the mitigation options presented tonight you support (no limit). 
 
[The total number of participant votes are shown below.] 
 
_7_ Nominate San Antonio Church to NRHP _4_ Community Workshops  
_7_ Video History    _4_ Relocate Building(s) 
_5_ Property Documentation   _4_ Project Redesign for Vitt & Stermer Building 
_6_ Cultural Trail    _7_ Relocate Moon Tree 
_7_ Website/pages    _5_ Redevelopment Initiatives 
___Other Idea #1 ______________________ ___ Other Idea #2___________________________ 
 
Out of the mitigation options presented tonight, which three do you feel will provide the greatest value 
to the community and why? 
 
[The total number of votes for each option are below. Participants did not explain why they chose 
these options.] 
 
 
TOTAL Responses for Question #2: 
Video History ─ 4 responses total  
Redevelopment Initiatives ─ 4 responses total 
Nominate San Antonio Church to NRHP ─ 3 responses total 
Cultural trail ─ 3 responses total 
Relocate Moon Tree ─ 3 responses total 
Relocate Buildings ─ 3 responses total 
Website ─ 2 responses total 
Redesign Vitt & Sterner Building ─ 2 responses total 
Property Documentation ─ 1 response total 
 
The only option not deemed by any participant as providing the greatest value to the community was 
the community workshops. 

  

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

Are there mitigation options that were not discussed tonight that you would like to include for further 
consideration? Please include ideas here or on the back of this page. 
 
[Submitted comments are numbered below.) 
 

1. Yes, but in a smaller, more specific group who are truly stakeholders. Not everyone here tonight 
is a true stakeholder in Lick Run (Public meetings have this handicap). NO redevelopment group 
linked with North Fairmont – their agenda is completely different than the South Fairmont 
agenda. We do not need more public housing which we are 38% saturated with at this time. 

2. The need for some organization entity to help carry out some of these [ideas] 
3. Saving building facades for entrance ways to project 

Please use the back of this page to provide any other general feedback you have regarding the 
mitigation process. 
 
[Submitted comments are numbered below.) 
 

1. South Fairmont Community Council cannot afford the Vitt & Stermer Bldg. as a community 
center. The 4 sq. brick house to the East of it we believe we could afford. Take it nearby, to the 
west, for a lesser price. 

2. The key to many of the options is for someone to take on the tasks to make some of them 
happen Possibly a non-profit redevelopment corporation. Possibly funded by MSD in its early 
foundation years. It would have staff (paid) to carry out operation. 

3. There is a wealth of documentation on the importance of preserving unique community 
character in revitalizing neighborhoods. As more people move back to urban areas, they seek 
communities of distinctive character in which to live, work and invest. Therefore, it is important 
to the future of the neighborhood that the Lick Run project preserve some semblance of place in 
the valley. Because the project involves extensive demolition, other options, such as 
documentation, tours, histories or National Register nominations, are not adequate to mitigate 
the destruction. It is essential to save key pieces of the historic building fabric by reuse of 
relocation and reuse of as many National Register-eligible historic buildings as possible. 
 
Of the historic properties in the project area, the Vitt & Stermer Building represents the most 
compelling preservation opportunity. A true architectural landmark, it has a wealth of rich detail 
this is remarkably well-preserved. If hydraulic engineering requires it to be moved, it could be 
relocated nearby and renovated for neighborhood-oriented uses such as a coffee shop, office 
space, environmental center and community meeting rooms. Because of its comparatively large 
scale and architectural quality, the building would continue to have a powerful street presence 
even in proximity to new development. Depending on its site, it may retain National Register 
eligibility, allowing historic tax incentives to be used for renovation. “Background” buildings that 
need to be removed, such as townhouses or commercial/residential buildings, could be 
relocated onto vacant lots, helping to recreate the historic street walls along Queen City Avenue 
and rebuild density. Along with surviving historic structures, they could be stabilized and 
eventually renovated as residential units and small businesses. The historic buildings also would 
provide a template for harmonious new infill construction. 

  



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX B: 
MITIGATION OPTIONS 

 
  



 

 

The mitigation options are presented below in the order of importance as assigned by the 
stakeholders. In addition to a summary of the option, its value to the community, and needed 
steps to implement the project, each option is assigned a dollar sign range of between one and 
four dollar signs. This range is meant to provide a relative cost range for the options and not 
meant to provide an actual cost. This relative scale allows a comparison of levels of efforts 
among the potential mitigation options.  



 

 

Redevelopment Initiatives - $$$ 
The redevelopment initiatives mitigation option includes implementing programs to assist in the 
redevelopment of the South Fairmount area, especially after the VCS project is complete. This 
project will greatly alter the neighborhood due to the loss of dozens of buildings between Queen 
City and Westwood avenues and the general redesign of the area. A redevelopment organization, 
like a Main Street program, would be able to help direct feasible improvement and growth 
through the program’s Four-Point Approach of Organization, Promotion, Design, and Economic 
Restructuring. 

Community Value 
Discussion during the October 2013 stakeholder meeting identified the following values to the 
community: 
 

• a redevelopment program could help in these areas – attracting new businesses and 
organizations, increasing property values, and increasing home ownership rates, 

• potential reuse of older buildings, and  
• a general stabilization of the community. 

Implementation 
Implementation of this option would entail a high level of effort due to the collaboration of 
several groups to ensure a successful program. Steps to start a redevelopment program include: 
 

• the South Fairmount Community Council and other interested parties working with 
Heritage Ohio on the creation of a Main Street program in the neighborhood or other 
similar program,  

• application and execution of a Main Street or other program; including developing a 
budget, hiring dedicated staff, identifying workspace, and establishing a presence in the 
community, etc., and 

• developing a long term plan to secure a successful program. 
 

  



 

 

Creation a Video History of South Fairmount - $$ 
A video history or documentary of South Fairmount could be a way to incorporate all of the 
known facts and any newly discovered information about the history of the South Fairmount 
neighborhood from its earliest development until the present day. The video could incorporate 
oral history interviews with current and former community members, historical images, company 
histories, and previous research efforts to inform the final product. 

Community Value  
Discussions at the stakeholder meetings suggested the community value of creating a video 
history, includes:  
 

• enlightening community and non-community members alike to the significance of the 
neighborhood; the video could include stories, photographs, building documentations, 
former industrial and company histories, and other stories not previously documented for 
public consumption,  

• a video, or portions of a video, would be easily distributed to venues such as websites, 
local libraries and repositories, and possibly linked to signage along the proposed cultural 
trail through South Fairmount to reach a wide audience, 

• a video could be incorporated into local school curricula as part of local history lessons to 
teach future generations about the area, 

• if students from local schools play a role in the creation of the video, this opportunity 
would provide a new learning experience outside of the classroom; students could assist 
with conducting oral interviews, gathering historical information, or photographing the 
area, 

• information for future research or projects related to South Fairmount, since many 
community members’ stories have not been recorded and a video history may be the last 
chance for some to share their accounts of living and/or working in the area, and 

• overall, the creation of a video history would provide an opportunity for the community 
to work together on a positive activity for the neighborhood; community leaders could 
help organize the project, past and current residents could provide stories through 
interviews that focus on their experiences in the area and other historical information 
(photographs, records, etc.), current property owners could provide access to historic 
buildings for documentation, and local students could assist in video production.  

Implementation 
A medium level of effort would be required to create a South Fairmount video history as 
multiple people would need to be involved. Steps to implement the project include: 
 

• hire a professional videographer or work with a local college/university department with 
experience in video production, especially in creating historical pieces; contact other 
neighborhoods who have gone through this process for advice on who to choose (the 
community could partner with or seek advice from the Cincinnati Preservation 
Association, the Cincinnati History Library and Archives, and WCET),  

• the selected videographer would work with the South Fairmount Community Council and 
interested parties in the identification of themes and stories to use in the creation of the 
documentary and potential interviewees; interviewees should include a mix of longtime 



 

 

residents (even if the person no longer lives in the neighborhood), current and former 
business and property owners, employees of former area industries, current and former 
parishioners of area churches, and persons with knowledge of local history, 

• gather historical images and maps to be included; this could be accomplished in local 
repositories and through calls to current and former residents to share their materials, and  

• disseminate video to schools, the public library, Cincinnati Historical Society, and other 
groups so that it reaches a wide local audience. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Plate 4. Historical view of South Fairmount with St. Bonaventure Church and St. Francis Hospital in the background.  



 

 

Cultural Trail - $$ 
Plans are underway for a walking trail within the South Fairmount area as part of the Lick Run 
Watershed Master Plan. The trail, under the design of Human Nature, Inc., will travel through 
the project area and will possibly expand into other areas of the watershed. This mitigation 
option proposes including interpretative signage along the trail that will highlight South 
Fairmount’s history and significance. 

Community Value 
Discussion at the stakeholder meetings concluded that creating interpretative signage along the 
trail will be valuable to the community in the following ways: 
 

• signs will educate trail users about the area’s history and significance, 
• opportunity for many members of the South Fairmount community to participate in the 

creation of the signs, and 
• information gathered in support of the signage could be applied to other projects. 

Implementation 
Creating signs for the trail would require a medium level of effort to complete the task. A 
historic preservation professional would need to work with Human Nature and interested 
community members to decide what information to include. Other steps to implement this option 
would include: 
 

• hire a historic preservation professional to gather relevant stories, photographs, and other 
materials to create the signs and 

• design signs (size, shape, content, etc.) in conjunction with Human Nature. 
 

  



 

 

Nominate San Antonio Church to the  
National Register of Historic Places - $ 
San Antonio Church played significant role in the lives of Italian immigrants to South Fairmount 
throughout the early- to mid-twentieth century. San Antonio Church was an important cultural 
institution that helped to assimilate recent Italian immigrants into the community. Generally, 
religious properties are not eligible for inclusion in the NRHP unless they derive primary 
significance from architectural or artistic distinction or historical importance; however, the 
church meets Criteria Consideration A as a religious property deriving primary significance from 
historical importance. For this reason, the San Antonio Church is recommended eligible for 
inclusion in the NRHP.  

Community Value  
Discussion at the stakeholder meetings provided reasons why the nomination of the church to the 
NRHP would be valuable to the South Fairmount community, including: 
 

• potential increased membership,  
• could help stabilize and/or secure the parish’s future, 
• spark new interest the church, 
• encourage development in the surrounding Little Italy neighborhood, 
• unique opportunity to have three independent NRHP listings in the area, and 
• research could support other mitigation options or future research. 

 

Implementation 
Nominating San Antonio to the NRHP would require a low level of effort. With assistance from 
parishioners, a nomination could be drafted within a few months by a historic preservation 
professional.  Steps needed for implementation include: 
 

• hire a historic preservation professional with experience in drafting successful NRHP 
nominations; while there are no costs associated with nominating a property to the 
NRHP, a historic preservation professional will charge for their services. Their fees may 
be lowered if parishioners or other interested parties assist with research associated with 
the nomination. The church could solicit proposals from local and/or regional 
preservation professionals to secure the best value and 

• the selected preservation professional would complete all sections of the nomination and 
guide it through the state (Ohio Historic Preservation Office) and federal (National Park 
Service) listing processes; listing the property to the NRHP would take approximately 
one year or less to complete.  

 
Listing the church in the NRHP will not limit future projects (building and/or site modifications 
or renovations) as long as federal monies or permits are not involved in the projects.  

  



 

 

 
Plate 5. San Antonio Church at 1948 Queen City Avenue. 

  



 

 

Relocate Buildings to Outside Impact Area - $$$$ 
This option is for the physical relocation of buildings within the impact area that will need to be 
demolished to construct the project. Due to the complicated logistics of building relocation, any 
buildings moved from the impact area will likely be relocated within the South Fairmount area. 
Any building may be moved, but this option is directed to those buildings recommended as 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places in the Phase I 
History/Architecture Report for the Potential Sewer Improvements in the Lick Run Watershed, 
Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio report completed by Gray & Pape in September 2011. 

Community Value 
Discussion at the stakeholder meetings concluded building relocation will be valuable to the 
community in the following ways: 
 

• final opportunity to save one or more buildings, 
• opportunity to retain significant resources related to the history of the area, 
• moving a building may garner positive local and/or national interest, and 
• encourage new use of buildings for residential and/or commercial uses. 

Implementation 
Building relocations would require a high level of effort. A reuse plan must be in place before a 
building is moved because it is not feasible to invest in building relocation unless it will be a 
viable asset to the community. Any buildings to be relocated must be moved by July 2015. The 
physical relocation of a building relocation takes approximately six to nine months to complete, so 
relocation plans should start no later than October 2014. However, for the best chance to 
successfully move a building, the relocation process should start as early as possible. 
Implementation is outlined in the following steps: 
 

• MSD secures ownership of the building(s) for relocation and MSD staff completes legal 
aspects of property transfer(s), 

• identify new owners and uses for the buildings (buildings should not be moved without a 
reuse plan in place), 

• identify locations to relocate buildings within the area, including potentially relocating 
buildings on top of the existing combined sewer, and 

• hire building moving company to handle logistics of move – obtaining permits, prepping 
new site location, priming building for the move, etc. 

 
  



 

 

Relocation of Moon Tree - $$$$ 
In 1971, Stuart Roosa, member of the NASA Apollo 14 mission to the moon, carried 
approximately 500 tree seeds into lunar orbit as part of a joint NASA/USFS project. Once the 
mission returned, these seeds were germinated, and then planted across the country mostly on 
forestry lands as part of 1976 U.S. Bicentennial celebrations. In the early 1990s, saplings from 
some of these first generation Moon Trees were offered for sale in the Wall Street Journal. 
Dennis Smith, owner of the Paper Products Company at 1545 Queen City Avenue, purchased a 
sycamore sapling from a first generation Moon Tree planted on the University of Texas at Austin 
campus. This tree, planted on the property in 1992, is registered on the NASA website as an 
official second generation Moon Tree. Construction plans for the VCS project call for the tree to 
be removed. 

Community Value 
During the October 2013 stakeholder meeting, Dennis Smith gave background on the tree as 
most attendees were unfamiliar with its history and location. Afterwards discussion focused on 
the community value of saving the tree, which included: 
 

• its legacy as part of the NASA space program, 
• the potential to educate people about the space program through a marker placed on site, 

and  
• as a symbol of the green/sustainability movement. 

Implementation 
In order to preserve the tree, it must be relocated outside of the proposed construction area. Mr. 
Smith has spoken to a landscaping business, which said it would cost approximately $100,000 to 
relocated the tree and would take approximately 7 years to complete the preparation, movement, 
and monitoring process. During the discussion of the Moon Tree at the stakeholder meeting, 
Brian Wamsley of Hamilton County Planning and Development suggested collecting saplings 
from the tree and planting these third generation Moon Trees throughout the Lick Run corridor. 
Mr. Smith noted that while possible, the saplings would have a lower success rate. 
Implementation steps for relocation and propagation are outlined below: 
 

• tree movement – hire a landscaper with experience of moving large, mature trees; the 
process should begin at least one year in advance of movement and will likely take 7 
years to complete the entire process, 

• sapling propagation – partner with Cincinnati Parks or other organization to collect as 
many seeds/cuttings as possible from the tree beginning now until the tree’s removal for 
construction; store materials until ready to transplant within new design, and 

• for both options – a sign should be placed within the trail or other visible location to 
explain the history of the tree or trees. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Plate 6. Moon Tree located at 1545 Queen City Avenue. 

 



 

 

Modification of Project Design to Keep the Vitt & Stermer Building in 
Place - $$$$ 
This mitigation option would consider a project redesign in order to keep the Vitt & Stermer 
Funeral Home building at the corner of Westwood Avenue and Van Hart Street in place. Current 
project plans include removing this building for the daylighting of the Lick Run Creek. 

Community Value 
The Vitt & Stermer Funeral Home building is singled out as a mitigation option because of its 
significance as the first building in Cincinnati constructed exclusively for funeral services and as 
an excellent example of the Mission architectural style, which is uncommon in the area. 
Discussion at the stakeholder meetings focused on the community value of keeping this building 
in place, including: 
 

• opportunity to retain a historically significant building within the neighborhood, 
• if it is not relocated, then this is the only option to save the building, and 
• the building could be reused for the community’s needs (meeting space, offices for non-

profit organization, welcome center, etc.). 

Implementation 
Implementation of this option would require a high level of effort since redesigning the project 
would require input from several groups. The first step for this option was taken on December 
16, 2013 at a meeting between staff and members of MSD, Strand Associates, Inc. (project 
engineer), Cincinnati Preservation Association, and Knox Hill Neighborhood Association. The 
results of this meeting to discuss the possibility of keeping the building in place are below: 
 

• placing a concrete channel between the funeral home building and garage will not allow 
sufficient room between these buildings to convey the 100-year flow and will impact the 
upstream floodplain for property owners, 

• placing the building on structural supports (e.g., steel beams) to allow the channel to flow 
underneath the building will require significant preparation work within the building’s 
basement as well as further unknown design and construction issues, and  

• overall, the group agreed that relocating the building will be the more feasible and less 
costly option, and therefore, future discussion should focus on the relocation of the 
building. 

 



 

 

 
Plate 7. Vitt & Stermer Funeral Home Building at 1824 Westwood Avenue. 

 
  



 

 

Website about Local History - $$ 
This mitigation option includes creating a standalone website or web pages that could be applied 
to other sites, such as the South Fairmount Community Council website, about the history and 
significance of South Fairmount. 

Community Value 
Discussion at the stakeholder meetings concluded that creating a website or web pages will be 
valuable to the community in the following ways: 
 

• information about the area will reach a worldwide audience, 
• opportunity for many members of the South Fairmount community to participate,  
• the website would be dynamic so that new information could be added continuously, and 
• could promote new development opportunities. 

Implementation 
Creating a website would require a medium level of effort. The first step in its completion would 
be the decision to either create a standalone site or to partner with an existing entity. Other steps 
to implement this option would include: 
 

• hire a website developer with experience in creating websites for historical societies or 
neighborhoods; if partnering with another site, establish a relationship with that site’s 
developer regarding the goals of this project, 

• gather information to include on the website, including oral interviews, historic context, 
photographs, and other materials, and  

• advertise the site in order to reach the widest audience. 
 

  

Plate 8. Home page of the South 
Fairmount Community Council 
website. 



 

 

Property Specific Documentation - $ 
This mitigation option would document buildings, including a thorough history of each 
building’s use from the date of its construction through the present day including a complete 
chain of ownership and commercial and/or residential tenants and exterior and interior 
photographic documentation with detail shots highlighting architectural character defining 
features. Buildings to be documented would be selected in cooperation with interested 
community members. Buildings would be located within the South Fairmount neighborhood and 
not necessarily those within the impact area of the Lick Run daylighting project. Documented 
buildings could include those within the impact area that will need to be demolished for project 
construction or buildings within the neighborhood that warrant further investigations; in these 
cases, property owner permission will be needed to fully document the buildings. 

Community Value 
Discussion at the stakeholder meetings included the following values to the community in 
completing building documentations: 
 

• property specific documentation could inform other mitigation options; for example, 
specific building information could inform a video history of the area, signs along a 
cultural trail, or be part of a website dedicated to South Fairmount history, these avenues 
would allow the information to reach a wide audience, 

• building documentation would inform future researchers of the area about its past and 
would provide the only chance to fully document buildings slated to be demolished for 
the project, 

• if community members assist with the documentation, they would be able to repeat this 
process for any buildings in the future, and 

• documentation of those buildings that are not part of the demolition could inform current 
and future building owners of the property’s past, who are interested in the preservation, 
renovation, and reuse of these buildings; and buildings for sale could include this 
information to interested buyers to encourage architecturally appropriate renovations. 

Implementation 
Property documentation would require a low level of effort to complete the task. Documentation 
could be led by a historic preservation professional with assistance from interested community 
members. Other steps to implement this option would include: 
 

• select buildings, with community input, to be documented, 
• hire a preservation professional to lead the documentation and guide interested parties in 

the research and photography of selected buildings, 
• buildings selected within the project impact area and several others on the north side of 

Queen City Avenue and the south side of Westwood Avenue are already thoroughly 
documented within the Phase I History/Architecture Report for the Potential Sewer 
Improvements in the Lick Run Watershed, Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio report; 
these buildings would require additional exterior photographs and complete interior 
photographs (work with MSD for access to building interiors) and minimal further 
research, including potential interviews with current or former property owners and 
tenants,  



 

 

• buildings outside of these areas would need the full suite of research and photo 
documentation, and 

• the final product would be a report for each documented building and an Ohio Historic 
Inventory form that could be available through the South Fairmount Community Council, 
Cincinnati Preservation Association, and the Ohio Historic Preservation Office in 
Columbus. 

 
 

 

 
Plate 9. Mixed-use building at 1783 Queen City Avenue as an example of a building to document. 

 
 

  



 

 

Community Workshops - $ 
The community workshop mitigation option includes implementing public workshops that are 
related to the history of the area. Topics could include how to research family history, how to 
research a building’s history, or technical workshops on how to preserve historic building fabric. 

Community Value 
Discussion at the stakeholder meetings concluded workshops will be valuable to the community 
in the following ways: 
 

• teach building owners practical applications for maintaining older buildings, 
• educate participants on how to learn more about their family histories, 
• building histories could encourage redevelopment, and 
• workshops could bring new people into the area. 

Implementation 
Workshops would require a medium level of effort and implementation is outlined in the 
following steps: 
 

• decide which workshop topics will be the most appropriate for the community, 
• work with the Cincinnati Preservation Association, Cincinnati Historical Society, or other 

groups to find presenters, and 
• organize workshops to be held in South Fairmount, but open to the public. 
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